Vaccination is NOT Immunization
There are only three facts needed to know about vaccines:
1. Vaccines are NOT required for children to go to school or stay in school.
Forty-eight of the fifty states have parental exemption. Only two, West Virginia
and Mississippi require a physician to sign off. In the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania, Section 28 Paragraph 23.84B clearly states: "Children need
NOT be immunized if the parent, guardian, or emancipated child(age 18 or
older) objects in writing." It does NOT matter what religion one professes, or if
they are atheist. Any student can be exempted from ALL vaccines.
2.Vaccines do NOT work. The vast majority of people contracting the
diseases were vaccinated for them! For example, at Ohio State University in
2014, 148 of the 153 students contracting the mumps were "fully vaccinated"
according to the university's health records. At Stevens Institute in New
Jersey, ALL (100%) of the students contracting mumps in 2014 had been
"fully vaccinated." According to the Centers for Disease control, most of the
students coming down with whooping cough(pertussis) were fully vaccinated.
Medical journals are replete with examples of outbreaks of measles, mumps,
chicken pox, and pertussis being almost exclusively among the previously
vaccinated, ranging from 85%-99%. Recently many professional hockey
players in the NHL came down with the mumps. All had been "fully
vaccinated" previously! The CDC admits that this year's flu vaccine was only
23% effective, meaning that 77% of the people receiving the flu shot came
down with the flu. The national incidence for contracting the flu was only 2.5%.
So someone receiving the flu shot had a 30 times GREATER chance of
getting the flu!
3.Vaccines ARE DANGEROUS! Ingredients in vaccines include
formaldehyde, antifreeze, nail polish remover, mercury, lead, aluminum,
animal tissues, blood, and fluids, and many contain aborted human fetal
tissue! In the past year a number of staff members at Jefferson Hospital
contracted Guillain-Barre paralysis after getting the flu shot. The epidemics of
juvenile diabetes, allergies, attention deficit, and autism, all a rarity before
1980, have been linked to vaccines and the toxins contained in them. The
U.S. vaccine court has awarded BILLIONS of DOLLARS to families who
have proven that their children were damaged by vaccines including for
showing the vaccine-autism link.
The diseases so feared by the medical establishment, such as measles,
mumps, chicken pox, and the flu, are by and large harmless, self-limiting and
short term diseases. By contracting measles, mumps, and chicken pox,
one attains lifetime permanent immunity. People of my generation

obtained this natural immunity by contracting these diseases, often
intentionally through the intervention of co-operating parents so that the
children would get the disease and therefore achieve permanent immunity. By
contrast the artificial immunity does not work, as cited above. And lest people
erroneously think that the decline in incidence of these diseases is due to
vaccinations, the facts are that all of these diseases, including polio, were well
on their way out BEFORE the introduction of vaccines.
For more information, go to: www.NVIC.org(National Vaccine Information
Center; | The Doctor Within
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and books such as: Vaccination is NOT Immunization by Dr Tim O'Shea.
Yours for better health,
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